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Legal Notice 

 The following presentation contains forward-looking statements concerning BG Group plc’s 
strategy, operations, financial performance or condition, outlook, growth opportunities or 
circumstances in the countries, sectors or markets in which BG Group plc operates. By 
their nature, forward-looking statements involve uncertainty because they depend on future 
circumstances, and relate to events, not all of which can be controlled or predicted. 
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking 
statements are reasonable, no assurance can be given that such expectations will prove to 
have been correct.  Actual results could differ materially from the guidance given in this 
presentation for a number of reasons. For a detailed analysis of the factors that may affect 
our business, financial performance or results of operations, we urge you to look at the 
“Principal risks and uncertainties” included in the BG Group plc Annual Report & Accounts 
2011.  Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast and no part of 
this presentation constitutes, or shall be taken to constitute, an invitation or inducement to 
invest in BG Group plc or any other entity, and must not be relied upon in any way in 
connection with any investment decision.  BG Group plc undertakes no obligation to 
update any forward-looking statements.   

 No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made in relation to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information in this presentation and no responsibility or 
liability is or will be accepted by BG Group plc or any of its respective subsidiaries, affiliates 
and associated companies (or by any of their respective officers, employees or agents) in 
relation to it.  
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Agenda 

• BG Group overview 

• The case for natural gas and Brazil perspectives 

• Sustainability 

• Technology drivers and options for gas 

• Brazil as an R&D centre of excellence 

• Key themes and objectives for this workshop 
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• Market leader  

– FTSE top 10 company  

– Listed on London Stock 
Exchange  

– Market capitalisation: c. US$70 
billion (October 2012) 

– Production: 640,000 boepd 2011 
(c. 70% gas; 30% oil and liquids) 

• Global gas major  

– Active in > 20 countries 

– Over 6,000 employees;  
60% outside UK 

BG Group is active in more than 25 countries around the world 4 

BG Group 
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Focusing our efforts: technology hubs 
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• CO2 Capture 

• CO2 Transport 

• CO2 Storage 
and Monitoring 

• CO2  network 
optimisation 

• Optimise 
hydrocarbon 
recovery 
through CO2 
injection 

• Gas 
processing 

• Power 
generation 

• Heat  
integration 

• New and 
Alternative Use 
of Natural Gas 

• Efficient Use  
of Gas 

Gas 
Utilisation & 
Technology 
Innovation 

Improve  
Energy 

Efficiency of 
Own 

Operations 

Carbon 
Capture and 

Storage 

CO2 
Enhanced 

Hydrocarbon 
Recovery 

Technology Strategy 

BG Group Capabilities and Resources 

JIPs 

BG Funded Projects 

Consortium Projects 

BG Institutes 

Asset Trials 

Reduce carbon intensity of gas chain by investigating low carbon technology options 

Carbon Management & Gas Utilisation Hub 
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• Strong global demand growth, 2010-
2035 

• Non-OECD countries dominant 
(Brazil demand growing at > 5% 
CAGR) 

• Premium on adoption of efficient gas-
fired technology 

• Power generation remains dominant 
but broad based growth spanning all 
sectors     

A “Golden Age” for natural gas 

Source; IEA World Energy Outlook, 2011  
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• Energy use and emissions will double 

by 2050 at current trends 

• Low-carbon energy, increased 

efficiency and new technologies are 

imperatives 

• Progress in implementing clean 

technologies too slow 

(piecemeal/under investment) 

• A portfolio of fuels, technologies and 

solutions is required – gas will have a 

key role to play 

The carbon imperative - supports the case 

Source; IEA Energy Technology Perspectives, 2012  
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RIO DE JANEIRO, April 

2012  Brazil will become self-

sufficient in natural gas within 

the next five years, after 

which it will grow into an 

influential exporter, according 

to Edison Lobão, Brazil’s 

energy and mining minister. 

In an interview with Globo, 

Lobão said Brazil is set to 

“live in a golden age for gas”. 

 

“Brazil ready to live a natural gas 
golden era” with self sufficiency in 
five years 

According to ANP since it is a 
cheaper fuel and far less 
contaminating, natural gas 
consumption could soar to 200 
million cubic metres per day by 
2020  

Brazil perspectives 
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Natural Gas – 

faster switching 

from coal to 

achieve 

immediate 

savings 

Supporting policies and new technology that enables 

 the transition to a low carbon world 

Sustainable energy future 

Flexible 

policies that 

incentivise 

carbon 

abatement and 

storage 

Responsible 

producer 

driving energy 

efficiency in 

operations and 

product use 

Sustainable development – a BG Group 

perspective 
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Technology drivers for gas usage 

• Technology drivers 

– More secure, efficient, cheaper 
reliable electricity supplies 

– Conversion to hydrogen and 
other energy products 

– Lower cost appliances in 
residential and commercial 
sector 

– Enhanced gas technologies 
and processes for 
manufacturing 

– Enhanced natural gas 
technologies for vehicles 

– Environmental pressures 

• Utilisation options 

– Distributed generation, CHP, and 
fuel cell power systems 

– District energy solutions for 
power, heating and cooling 

– Dual-fuel engine and turbine 
fuelling capability 

– Smart energy grid solutions 

– Low cost, functional appliances 
for homes in emerging markets 

– Small-scale hydrogen production 
for industrial users, fuel cells etc. 

– Break-through developments; 
gas-fired heat pumps, hybrid 
solar thermal, air conditioning 
etc. 

– Continuous improvement of 
engine technology, fuel storage 
systems etc. 
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• Alignment with the Brazilian national interest and ANP objectives 

relating to gas utilisation 

• The developing market and growth opportunities 

• Increasing domestic supply 

• Access to São Paulo as a world class scientific research centre 

• Builds on existing skill base, resources and facilities 

• Local content – a key market imperative for utilisation 

technology 

• The FAPESP/ANP partnership opportunity 

• BG Group can offer access to experience, learning and 

expertise from other markets relevant to Brazil 

The rationale for R&D in Brazil 



• To stimulate dialogue on role of technology in promoting increased gas 

utilisation 

• Identify and prioritise technology topics and themes (for Brazil and other 

key global markets) 

• Leverage international expertise to share understanding of challenges & 

opportunities: identify opportunities for future collaboration 

• Scope key projects as a basis for FAPESP call for research proposals    

• Promote capability development in Brazil and consolidate Sao Paulo as 

a world class research centre 

• Build a global expert community of technology practitioners 
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Objectives for this workshop 
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The challenge for today... 

The challenge question; 

 

Based on your own knowledge and experience, what do you 

believe will be the most significant technical challenges and 

opportunities in natural gas utilisation in the next five to ten 

years?  

 

The focus should be the development of markets in Brazil, and 

in other areas of interest to BG Group. 

  




